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S U M M A R Y
It has been proposed that the deglaciation of the Northern Hemisphere triggered
large earthquakes within intraplate environments and in this paper we examine this
hypothesis'by evaluating quantitatively the stress state in the lithosphere produced
by time-dependent surface loads. A series of models demonstrate the dependence of
horizontal incremental stress in an elastic plate overlying an inviscid or viscoelastic
mantle on the lateral extent of a load applied at the surface. The horizontal stress is
largest when the dominant wavelength (that is twice the diameter) of the load is close to
eight times the elastic thickness of the plate when the mantle is inviscid and, for the
particular viscosity model employed in this paper, close to 12 times the elastic thickness
for a viscoelastic mantle. At wavelengths close to the critical wavelength, the horizontal
incremental stress may be up to six times as large as the vertical incremental stress. For
appropriate earth-model parameters amplification of horizontal stress is close to
maximum for ice loads with a radius of 280 km, comparable to the dimensions of the
former ice sheet over Great Britain. This amplifrcation may be sufficiently large that
loading by small ice sheets can lead to failure on marginally stable faults, in contrast to
the behaviour for large ice sheets. The models also predict greater fault instability for
Fennoscandia than for the larger Laurentide ice sheet, consistent with the observation
of large postglacial faults in northern Sweden. The model is used to predict the stability
of faults and style of faulting due to rebound stresses in the absence of a background
tectonic stress field since the last glacial maximum (-18 000 years ago) in Northern
Europe. Within the formerly glaciated region thrust faulting is predicted to occur at the
end of deglaciation and normal faulting is predicted to occur in peripheral regions for
the entire period since the last glacial maximum.
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1  INTRODUCTION

Although Northern Europe is in an intraplate seismotectonic
environment, it experiences earthquakes up to magnitude 6
(Bungum 1989; Slunga 1989; V/ahlström 1989; Arvidsson &
Kulhanek 1994). Furthermore, during late glacial and early
postglacial times, Fennoscandia and the British Isles appear
to have been seismically more active and events as large as
magnitude 8 could have occurred (Arvidsson 1996). This is
indicated by the large postglacial faults which were formed
about 9000 years ago in Fennoscandia (Kujansuu 1964;
Lagerbäck 7979; Lagerbäck & Witschard 1983; Muir Wood
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1989; Arvidsson 1996) and around 13 000*2000 years ago in
the British Isles (Davenport et al. 1989).

It is widely speculated that the palaeofaults/palaeo-
earthquakes in Fennoscandia and the British Isles were
triggered by stresses induced by postglacial rebound (e.g.
Gregersen & Basham 1989). Quinlan (1984) flrst estimated
fault stability for a range of sites in Eastern Canada from
the predicted postglacial uplift and a thin-plate model for a
range ofplausible background stresses. He concluded that for
eastern Canada, the background stress is as important as the
rebound stress in determining if postglacial rebound can
trigger earthquakes. Johnston (1987, 1989) demonstrated the
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idea that earthquakes can be suppressed by large continental
ice sheets. However, it is not clear if the removal of the
earthquake-suppressing stress results in a reactivation offaults
and initiation of seismicity, especially if the faults were
initially stable (before the onset of glaciation). The flrst fully
quantitative evidence that fault reactivation may occur even in
the case of an initially stable fault comes from a recent study by
Wu & Hasegawa (1996a,b), who modelled numerically the
evolution ofpostglacial rebound stress for eastern Canada and
predicted a pulse of earthquake activity with timing and mode
of failure that is consistent with the observational evidence.
Furthermore, they showed that while rebound stress decayed
since early postglacial time it can still trigger earthquakes and
reactivate faults in zones pre-weakened by tectonic stress.

However, the model of Wu & Hasegawa (1996a,b) is mainly
for an ice sheet with size comparable to the Laurentian ice
sheet, and their conclusions may not be appropriate for
smaller ones since, as shown below, the magnitude of rebound
stress depends on the wavelength of the load relative to the
thickness of the lithosphere. Consequently, the stresses in
Fennoscandia and the British Isles are amplified. Thus, the aim
of this paper is to (1) demonstrate stress ampliflcation for
the smaller ice sheets, and (2) investigate how this stress
amplification in Northern Europe affects the onset time and
the mode of earthquake activity following deglaciation of the
Fennoscandian and British ice sheets.

An auxiliary aim of this paper is to provide a higher spatial
resolution computation of rebound stress than that provided
by the finite element (FE) calculations of Wu & Hasegawa
(1996a,b) which only give rebound stresses avetaged over the
area of the grid. Therefore, rebound-stress magnitudes may be
underestimated by the FE method, especially in areas of high
stress gradient. Currently, the spatial resolution in Wu &
Hasegawa (1996a,b) is limited by the spatial resolution of
the ice model, but with improvements in the spatial resolution
of ice models it will be limited by the computer resources
available. Furthermore, the computation of palaeostress
orientations will require high spatial resolution in the rebound
stress (Wu 1996), especially in places where the lithosphere is
thin. To achieve this purpose, the spectral method is used.

The plan of this paper is as follows: in the next section, the
measure of fault instability and its relation to the state of
stress is reviewed. In Section 3, the governing equations are
summarized. Results from models of increasing complexity are
discussed in Sections 4,5 and 6. Since simpliflcation will bring
out the physics of this complex process more clearly, Section 4
will start with the simplest model-an incompressible elastic
plate over an inviscid mantle. The advantage is that this model
is the long-term limit of a model with a viscous mantle and that
analytical solutions can be obtained and the relation between
the magnitude ofrebound stress and the wavelength ofthe load
relative to the thickness of the lithosphere can be illustrated.
Furthermore, the model can establish the conditions under
which the central assumption of thin-plate theory is valid. In
Section 5, viscoelasticity and sphericity are introduced and a
realistic deglaciation history will be added in Section 6. In
order to keep the model simple, compressibility and tectonic
stress are not included in this preliminary study. The effect of
compressibility is not expected to be signif,cant and the onset
time of fault instability and the mode of failure are independent
of tectonic stress magnitude if attention is restricted to
earthquakes within the ice margin (Wu & Has'egawa 1996a,b).

2  COMPONENTS OF STRESS AND THE
FAULT STABILITY MARGIN

Proper choice of the relationship between the state of stress
and fault reactivation is very important. James (1991), Spada
et al. (1991) and Stein et al. (1979) only take into account stress
differences. However, the Coulomb-Mohr failure criterion
involves both the mean stress and the stress difference (e.g.
Jaeger & Cook 1969). The change in fault stability margin
(FSM) (Quinlan 1984) will be used in this paper as the criterion
for fault reactivation.

The change in the fault stability margin is a measure of the
stabilizing effect of the incremental stress field. More tech-
nically, the FSM is the additional stress required to cause failure
in a material. Generally, the strength of rocks or faults is not well
known, but the strength ofrocks and faults increases approxi-
mately linearly with normal stress for upper-crustal depths. The
strength at the surface (the cohesive strength, 16) depends
strongly on rock type, but the constant ofproportionality (the
coefficient of friction, ¡z) normally falls in the range 0.4-0.8
(Byerlee 1978). Therefore, while the fault stability margin is not
well known, the change in fault stability can be predicted
because it is independent ofthe cohesive strength. If 4, t2 and t3
are the maximum, intermediate and minimum (extensional)
principal stress components, then the fault stability margin is
given by (Johnstop 1987; Wu & Hasegawa 1996a)

FSM: - þlt Qt-rtù+2rol-1(r '  -ul,  ( l)
L

where B: sin(tan-l p)l(2¡l:(1+þ\-tl2 12. For the purpose
of this paper, the stress includes the initial lithostatic stress
fleld due to the mass of lithosphere above a given point, and
the stresses due to the load. Other effects such as pore fluid
pressure, topographic stresses and horizontal tectonic stresses
are not included in this simple model. The change in FSM is
given by

FSM(¿) : p'g¡4 -pg¡4{o) .

In order to calculate FSM(ð) for the assumptions made above,
all components of the incremental stress fleld due to surface
loading must be calculated. It is also pertinent to note that
FSM(ó) is not a linear function of the load because the assign-
ment ofthe principal stresses depends on the initial stress field
and whether loading or unloading takes place. In fact, even for
an initially hydrostatic stress field, changing the sign of the
applied stress does not simply change the sign of FSM(ð). For a
hydrostatic initial stress fleld, r!0) :rl:) :r!0) and the principal
stress components for loading and unloading are related by

'Í?: -'!'l , ,{:¿: -tl:l-, ,,e¿: -,(il-, (3)
where the subscripts U and L stand for unloading and loading
ofan identical-sized load. Then, from eq. (l),

FSM$ : - þ pG\õ|,+ ¡!',ll - I trÍ',ì - r!?l

: ppll,ll+ tfl¡* )r,':l-,:i¡
: -Fsufr* f,fl--,\?t Ø)

When the initial stress fleld is non-hydrostatic (for example if
there is aîoî-zeÍo background horizonlal tectonic stress field),
eqs (3) and (4) do not necessarily hold.

(2)
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3 GOVE,RNTNG EQUATTONS

The theory required for the calculation of displacement and
stress in a layered medium in response to a surface load rests on
the Newtonian laws of mechanics. In particular, continuum
versions of the momentum balance equation (Newton's second
law), the continuity equation (conservation of mass) and the
constitutive law relating stress and strain are required. These
equations can be expressed as perturbations on an initial
equilibrium state. The material incremental momentum
balance equation applying to quasi-static perturbations for
an initially hydrostatically stressed system in Lagrangian
coordinates subject to gravitational forces is (e.g. V/olf 1991)

tl l,),+(p(0,)u¡¡,,+rta)t{o) ar(o)t(a):0, (5)

where I is the Cauchy stress tensor, p the pressure (: -trtl3),
p the density and g the gravity. The superscripts (0), (ô) and (Â)
indicate the initial, materìal incremental and local incremental
flelds respectively. Repeated indices imply summation in the
above and following equations and an index after a comma (,;)
implies differentiation with respect to that component of the
spatial variable (X¡).Eq.(5) describes the balance of forces
from spatial gradients in stress (first term) and perturbations
of gravitational forces due to changes in density (third term)
or gravity (fourth term). In the initial state, pressure only
increases with depth due to the weight of the overlying
material. The second term in eq. (5) describes the incremental
stress resulting from the component of the particle's displace-
ment parallel to the initial stress gradient (commonly called
'pre-stress advection'). The above equation can be simplified if
certain assumptions are made. For a uniform, incompressible
layer, the third term disappears, since there is no change in
density with deformation. A common approximation is to
ignore the change in gravitational fleld within the material and
drop the fou¡th term [the incremental gravitational force
(IGF)1. Usually the initial gravity in this case is assumed to be
constant in space. A model which ignores the IGF term is
usually described as non-self-gravifating (e.g. Cathles 1975).
The effect of this approximation has been discussed most
recently by Amelung & Wolf (1994). The momentum balance
can be rewritten for the non-self-gravitating incompressible
case in terms of the local incremental stress

,Ífl:o, tff:tff +p(ou)"r,a,, . (6)

The incompressibility condition is expressed by

u¡ , ¡ :0

and the constitutive equation for an
rigidity (shear modulus) ¡r is

t!? : -oru5,tr þ(u¡,¡ru¡,¡).

(7)

elastic material with

In the following sections, the governing equations are
applied to a uniform elastic plate overlying either an inviscid
or a viscoelastic mantle for a flat or spherical earth model.
The stress and displacement are calculated in response to
loads applied at the surface for various geometries. The simple
models serve to demonstrate which parameters control the
stress field when a load is applied to the surface of an elastic
lithosphere, and help in the interpretation ofresults from more
realistic models.
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4 ELASTIC LAYER OVER AN INVISCID
M A N T L E

In this section, we derive the displacement and stress for a thick
elastic plate overlying an inviscid fluid. Variations on this
problem have a long history. The solutions to the deformation
of an elastic half-space and for a thin plate appear in many of
the classical mechanics and engineering texts (e.g. Timoshenko
& Goodier 1951; Fung 1965). Propagator matrix methods
(e.g. Longman 1963) and the matching of analytical solutions
(e.g. McConnell 1965) have been employed for layered (flat
or spherical) earth models. More recently, the solution for
an elastic layer overlying an inviscid fluid without the thin-
plate approximation has attracted interest to determine the
conditions under which the thin-plate solution might be
adequate. Simìlar methods were employed, with some papers
using the propagator matrix methods (e.g. Cathles 1975;
McNutt & Menard 1982) and others using analytic solutions
(McKenzie & Bowin 7976;Kogan & Kostoglodov 1981; Comer
1983; Wolf 1985b). The latter two papers give expressions
for stress as well as vertical displacement, but Wolf (1985b)
includes the advection of hydrostatic pre-stress, which was
neglected by Comer (1983). Below we follow closely Wolf's
derivation of the solution with some typographical errors
corrected.

All of the aforementioned solutions are for harmonic loads
in two dimensions. The axisymmetric solution can be derived
by the use of Hankel transforms rather than Fourier trans-
forms (e.g. McConnell 1965). The details of the transformation
are given below.

The thick-plate solution given below depends on just a
few dimensionless parameters and the model is used to
demonstrate the range of validity of the thin-plate solution
(Comer 1983).

4.I Two-dimensional geometry

If we consider an inviscid half-space of density p2 overlain by a
uniform elastic layer of density p¡ rigidity p and thickness å,
then, in the absence of forces other than gravity, the initial
stress fleld prior to loading is hydrostatic. We consider the
deformation of the elastic layer when subjected to a surface
load pressure 4 which varies only in one horizontal direction
(x) and extends infinitely in the other (y). In that case, the
displacement and stress depend only on the first horizontal
direction and the depth (2, defined as positive downwardS), and
all displacement and derivatives with respect to the second
horizontal direction are zero. that is

u y : t r : t y " : 0 .

The boundary conditions at the surface are

,f)(*,0): -q(x), r!|1x, o;:0,

while those at the base of the elastic layer are

,f)(r, D: - p2gu"(x, h), t!)6, n¡:0.

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

Because the boundary conditions (10, 11) involve displace-
ment as well as stress, the stresses'and displacements are
written in terms of Love's strain function X rather than the
Airy stress function (Fung 1965; Wold 1985b). In the absence
of body forces in a uniform incompressible medium with

(8)
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deformation independent of the second horizontal
(y), the displacement and stress can be written in
Love's strain function as

, 0-x
¿pux\x,z) : -  *  ,

Õxoz

i\jttt , r):ÊA(þlcosh(kz)B+ sinh(kz)Dl , (24)

?llt1t,z¡:-Ê¡t(t)lsinn(kz)kA+kzstnh(kz)B+cosh(kz)kc

I kz cosh(kz)Dl, (25)

îl) 1tc, z¡: # q1(k)fcosh(kz)kA *fkz cosh(kz) + sinh(kz)l,B

+ sinh(kz)kC +lkz sinh(kz) * cosh(kz)lDl . (26)

To evaluate the four coefficients (A, B, C, D), the four
boundary conditions (10, ll) must be satisfied. In the Fourier
transform domain, the boundary conditions become

illt1t<, o¡: prgù"(k, q-A(k,)

il)1r<, o¡:o ,

i!lt1t, t¡:1p,- p)gù"(k, h),

it2)(k, h):0.

This leads to a system offour linear equations for the unknown
coefficients. The derivation is given in Appendix A and the

2¡tu"(x, z):

' '¡¡(Ã)t- -¡_z L x x \  )  L t -

'¡ ¡(L) t -

) t ( ' ) ( ,

ztl\(*,

Eqs (6), (7) and (8) are automatically satisfled if the strain
potential is a biharmonic function, that is

Yax@, z):Q. (18)

To determine the displacement and stress, one need only find a
solution to (18) subject to the imposed boundary conditions.

Analytical solutions exist for the above equations for
harmonic surface loads. An arbitrary 2-D load may be
expressed as a sum of harmonic functions via the Fourier
transformation. The Fourier transform of a function and its
inverse arè defined by

^ 1 æ
f (k): I f (x)e-'*' dx,

J - ø

l f æ
f @): i- | f (k)e'k' dk,

¿ 1 1  J  _ @

where k is the wavenumber (:2n¡ wavelength of the load). The
Fourier transform ofeq. (18) is

/ a 2  \ 2
l u  , ) l  ^ , ,

l ;Z - r  I  x (k ,z ) :o ,  ( le )
\ ' -  /

which has the general solution

Ì(k, z):A(ÐlØ*Bz)cosh(kz)+(C+Dz)sinh(kz)1. (20)

The factor Q(k) has been included since each component of the
displacement and stress is proportional to the surface load.
Taking the Fourier transform ofeqs (12)-(17) and substituting
from eq. (20), the general solution in the Fourier transform
domain is (Wolf 1985b) (the sign for ?11) ttu, been corrected)

2 pù,(k, z) : - i k Q(k)l stnh (k z) k A + lk z sinh (k z) + co sh (k z)l B

+ cosh(kz)kC *fkzcosh(kz) + sinh(kz)lDl , (21)

2 pù,(k, z) : - kQ(k)f cosh(k z) k A + k z cosh (kz) -B + sinh(k z) k C

+ kz sinh(kz)Dl, (22)

tl! 1t,'¡ : Ê q(þ[ sinh (k z) k A + lk z sinh (k z) + 2 c o sh(k z)l B

c: cosh(kh), r: sinh (kå)

and

" t  ß  ß Y .
A, :  -a "  -  þ - ly+(  +  Lcs-  Lcs-  t *s '  .

0-N

ox'

/ ^ i  ^ ,  \  ^

[ 0 -  _ o -  \ o x
\  atz  ôx2 I  ôz '\ . /

ò : V 2 + ,
Õz

/  ^ )  ^ r \  ^

' t : It "L" + "L"I+ ,
\ 

,"" 02" 
/ 

0z

-,,- (ô' ¿' \ ¿t
",-  \*-  uF) *

direction
terms of

(12)

( l  3)

(14)

(l s)

(1 6)

(r7)

solution is

, a2 +acs_ Bs2
ak3 L

B : þ " - l t ' .
ak¿ L,

(27)

t ea)
(2e)

(30)

(3 1)

(32)

(34)

(35)

(36)

C :
-a3-uþ+as2-Bcs

ak3L, '

o _ a 2 + a : ! - þ s 2  .
uk¿L,

where

a : k h ,

In eq. (35), a is the dimensionless wavenumber and, p andy arc
dimensionless quantities describing the ratio of elastic forces to
buoyant forces due to the density contrasts at the base and top
of the lithosphere.

4.2 Axisymmetric geometry

An analogous analylical solution can be obtained for an axi-
symmetric geometry where the load varies with distance from
the centre of the load (r) but not azimuthal direction (0). For
the axisymmetric geometry, displacement in the tangential
direction and derivatives in the taneential direction are all
zero, that is

u 6 : t r 6 : f g " : Q .

The results derived for the 2-D geometry may be transformed
to obtain solutions for an axisymmetric load (e.g. Comer 1983).
The Fourier transform in the 2-D case is replaced by the
Hankel transform for an axisymmetric model. The zero- and
first-order Hankel transforms of a functionf (r), which depends+ cosh(kz)kC -l[kz cosh(kz) +2 sinh(kz)]Dl, (23)
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on radius only, and their inverses are deûned by

where .Ie aîd Jl are the zero- and flrst-order Bessel functions of
the first kind.

The derivations of how the Hankel transform of the dis-
placement and stress fleld can be obtained from the Fourier
transformed solutions from the previous section is described
in Appendix B. A1l displacement and stress is proportional
to the zero-order Hankel transform of the load. For an axi-
symmetric load, the zero-order Hankel transforms of the
vertical motion and stress are

Glacial rebound models 45

integration. The discrete zero-order inverse Hankel transform
can be used to obtain the function from a discrete spectrum of
the Hankel transform of a function. Accordins to Sneddon
(1esr),

(44)

where ø¡, i:1,2, .. ., are the positive roots of -16. The discrete
flrst-order inverse Hankel transform is

fæ
f'(k): 

Jo 
rf(r)J1(kr) dr ,

u2(k) _î1"(k)-sï(k) a(Ð'

iît"(k)

a ( Ð '

I ¡ ¡ :  l ¡ þ - l -  L ¡ l  I

to""(k) _î""(k)
q0(Ð 

- 
a(k)

t%(k) _i..(k)
sI(k) a(Ð'

(3e)

(40)

there are

Then, the zero-order Hankel transform of thç function is

f @

f'(k): 
)o 

rf (r)Jo(kr)dr

frR= 
Jo 

rf (r)Jo(kr)dr

':'(#)

¡ l
:rR'| /f(R/)Jo(kR/)dl

J O

=æ,Ð ú"(+
The last step comes from
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l a
f' (k) : 

), 
rf(r)Js(kr) dr,

(38)
f @  f @

fØ: )o 
kfu(k)Js(kr)dk, f(,): 

Jo 
kf'(k)r(kr)dk,

rØ:kir'r,,^í@,

úl(k)
s0(k)

The first-order Hankel transforms of the radial disolacement
andrz component ofstress are

4"(k) _ ii."(k)
-so(k) 

a(k)

For the two horizontal components of stress,
zero- and ûrst-order comoonents:

4ík) _tyy(k)-Ì*(k)
so(k) krQ(k)

(43)

applying the Trapezoid Rule for

qo(k) _ìyy(k) Ttu(k) _Ì*(k)-iw(k)1 ^ ^ : 1 ^ ^  +  1 ^ 1 ' qo(k) A(Ð' 
-so(k) 

krQ(k)

(41)

4.3 Discrete Hankel Transforms

For the 2-D geometry, a numerical solution for the defor-
mation in the spatial domain can be obtained by standard
application of the discrete Fourier transform. The discrete
Hankel transform is less common in the literature. so a short
summary of the method of numerical computation is given
below.

Suppose an axisymmetric function f is zero outside a
radius rR and is given at iy' equally spaced radii r:0,.iR//y',
zRlN,  . . . ,  ( ¡ / - l )RlN, .R.  Def ine

(42)

r r " l : 2  Ër \ ' ,  R 2  2
(45)

where 8,, i:1,2, ..., are the positive roots of -I1. Each sum
can be approximated by truncation after N- I terms. To
determine the displacement and stress for an axisymmetric
load, the zero-order Hankel transform ofthe load is obtained
by eq. (43) for the wavenumbers k: at I R, azl R, . . . , a¡¡ -y l R
un¿¡: prl R, þzlR, . . . , þu_tlR. Then, eqs (39), (40) and (41)
can be used to obtain the Hankel-transformed displacement
and stress for each wavenumber, and eqs (44) and (45) may be
used to obtain the displacement and stress as a function of
radial distance.

4,4 Displacement and stress in the wavenumber
domain

Using the theory described in Section 4.1, the displacement and
the state ofstress can be determined for a non-self-gravitating
incompressible flat earth model with an elastic lithosphere and
an inviscid mantle. This solution is the long-time asymptote for
more realistic (e.g. viscoelastic) earth rheologies. The com-
ponents of stress are determined by the three dimensionless
parameters a, þ arld y (eq. 35), and the dimensionless depth
zlh. For a given earth model (1.e. h, pz, tt, g, å), the values B
and y are fixed, and the ratio of the stresses and displacement
to the load are functions of the dimensionless wavenumber a
and dimensionless depth only. In the results presented below,
Fourier components of displacement and stress are normalized
by the Fourier transform of the load. When the normalized
displacement or stress component is real, it is said to be in
phase with the load, and a cosine load produces a cosine dis-
placement or stress component in 2-D geometry, and similarly,
a zeto-order Bessel function load causes a zero-order'Bessel
function component of displacement or stress in axisymmetric
geometry. If the normalized displacement or stress component
is imaginary, then it is out of phase with the load and a sine or
flrst-order Bessel function component of displacement or stress
is produced by a2-D or axisymmetric load with cosine or zero-
order Bessel function form, respectively. In the discussion
below, we often refer to the wavelength of the load, )", which is
related to the wavenumber by À:2nlk Another point to note
is that the dominant wavelength of a load 2 (that is the wave-
length for which the Fourier transform is largest) is twice its
lateral extent or diameter. If a < l, the wavelength of the load
is greater than 2n times the thickness of the lithosphere, in
which case the thin-plate approximation is valid (Comer 1983).
When ø > I the wavelength of the load is less than 2z times
the lithospheric thickness. For large d., ÍreaÍ the surface the
solution is similar to that for an elastic half-space. Figs 7,2 and
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Figure 1. Fourier components of ho¡izontal and vertical displace-

ment in the lithosphere as a function of dimensionless depth (z / h) and

wavenumber (u:kh) of the load for an elastic layer overlying a fluid

haif-space.

3 show the Fourier components of displacement and stress
(normalized by the Fourier transform of the load) as a function
of dimensionless wavenumber and dimensionless depth. The
parameters for the earth model are given in Table l. The results
are identical for any earth model with the same values of B
and y. The parameters for the earth model are rather arbitrary,
with the densities larger than what would be realistic for the
Earth's lithosphere and upper mantle.

Displacement in Fig. 1 is normalized so that the vertical
component is I when local isostatic equilibrium is attained.
Fig. 1(b) shows that when the wavelength of the load is
more than 20 (x2n10.3) times the thickness of the litho-
sphere (ø < 0.3), local isostatic equilibrium is attained and
p2gù./Q(k): l. When the wavelength of the load is less than
4 (x2n11.6) times the thickness of the lithosphere (a > 1.6),
the vertical component of displacement is very small and the
load is almost entirely supported by the elastic plate.

The Fourier component of the horizontal displacement is
imaginary, so its imaginary part is contoured in Fig. l(a). The
direction of horizontal displacement depends on the sign of
-iù,. For loads of wavelength between two and 40 times the

Table 1. Earth model parameters for an elastic layer over a fluid
mantle.

Property value

-1 .5  -1 .0  -0 .5  0 .0  0 .5  1 .0  1 .5
log(Dimensionless WaveNumber) (cr)

Figure 2. Fourier components of the material increment in stress in
the lithosphere as a function of dimensionless depth and wavenumbe¡
of the load for an elastic layer overlying a fluid half-space.
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thickness of the lithosphere (0.15 < d < 3), the displacement at
the surface close to the origin is outwards and at the base ofthe
lithosphere inwards with an amplitude of up to 20 per cent of
the maximum vertical displacement. For loads of much longer
wavelength than the thickness of the lithosphere (ø < 0.2), the
displacement close to the origin is inwards at the top and
bottom of the lithosphere and the Fourier component of the
horizontal displacement is proportional to the wavelength,i, as
in the deformation of a fluid half-space.

Fig. 2 shows the Fourier component of the material
incremental stress as a function of depth and wavenumber. The
normalized normal stress i!) lq(þ is prescribed at the surface
and base of the lithosphere by the boundary conditions (10)
and (1 l). At the surface it is - 1, and at the base it varies from
- 1 for long wavelengths to near 0 for short wavelengths. The
stress component ?!ð] is prescribed to be 0 at the surface and
base of the lithosphere. For loads longer in wavelength than
about three times the thickness of the lithosphere (ø < 2), the
maximum value of ?f;] is near the centre of the lithosphere. For
shorter-wavelength loads, the maximum occurs at shallower
depths because the load does not stress the deeper part of the
lithosphere. The largest values of if;) and ?!ðJ occur for loads
of wavelength close to eight times the lithospheric thickness
(ø: 0.8), which is the wavelength where bending of the litho-
sphere is greatest. We will refer to the wavelength where l?f;]l
is largest as t}:re uitical wavelength )." and the equivalent
dimensionless wavenumber as the critical wavenumber a". At
wavelengths close to the critical wavelength, a positive load
produces strong horizontal compression (?f] < 0) at the
surface and tension at the base of the lithosphere up to four
times the vertical stress. From this it is clear that the wave-
length of the load in relation to the elastic thickness of the
lithosphere strongly affects the stress fi.eld. For very long
wavelengths, the negative horizontal stress is simply the
advection of hydrostatic pre-stress due to the deformation
(: - ptgr,). Fig. 3 shows contours of the local incremental
stress which does not include advection of the initial hydro-
static stress field. In the thin-plate approximation, the material
increment in horizontal stress ?!] is assumed to be zero at the
centre of the lithosphere, but the initial stress is neglected. In
the current analysis, the local increment in stress is the same as
the material increment in stress after dropping the pre-stress
advection term. Therefore, the central assumption of thin-plate
theory is valid when tf,) atthe centre of the lithosphere is close
to zero, which occurs for loads of wavelength greater than
three times the elastic thickness (u<2). This coincides with
the wavelengths for which the thin-plate model gives a good
estimate of vertical displacement (Wolf 1985b).

4.5 Displacement and stress for axisymmetric loads

In this section, the dependence of the stress fleld on the
wavelength of the load is explored further in the spatial
domain, still using the earth model in Table 1. Circular ice
sheets with a parabolic profile, where the load margin
coincides with the apex of the parabola, maximum thickness
of 1000 m and density 900 kg m-3 load the surface. Ice sheets
of radius 333, 1000 and 2000 km model approximately the
British, Fennoscandian and Laurentide ice sheets, respectively.
Note that all of these radii probably slightly overestimate
the radius of the ice sheet, but we are mostly interested in
comparing the behaviour of the different ice loads. The
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maximum thicknesses are kept the same so that the results
can be compared more easily. To obtain more realistic
stresses, the results can be scaled up by the maximum
thickness of each ice sheet in kilometres. The dominant
wavelength of the British ice sheet is twice its diameter,
which is 4x333:1332 km. This corresponds to a dimension-
less wavenumber of a:l00x2nll332:0.47, close to the
critical wavenumber, so amplification of the horizontal stress
Vg)lA(Ðx -3lis predicted (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 4 shows the radial and tangential components of
the horizontal stress, the vertical stress and the change in the
fault stability margin for loading 6Svf[f¡ and uiloading
(FSMìÍ)) as a function of depth and radial distance from
the centre of the ice sheet. The extent of the ice load is shown
at the top of the flgure. Horizontal compression is experi-
enced directly beneath the load with a small amount of hori
zontal extensionjust beyond the edge. At the centre ofthe load,
the maximum horizontal stress is aboul 23 MPa, compared
with 9 MPa for the vertical stress. The ratio of horizontal to
vertical incremental stress is approximately 2.5, which is
slightly less than the ratio if we consider only the dominant
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fault stability margin for a circular ice load with parabolic profile

loading an elastic plate overlying an inviscid mantle (model in Table 1)
as a function of depth and radial distance for a 333 km radius ice
sheet.
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wavelength. The difference is due to contributions from other
wavelengths.

For the ice sheets ofradius 1000 and 2000 km (Figs 5 and 6),
the amount of horizontal compression, tÍi..) un¡ r!'/, is of a
similar magnitude to the vertical stress, tlõ) , d.ue to the surface
load and is smaller than the value for the smaller ice sheet. This
is because the dominant wavelength of the larger ice sheets is
further from the critical wavelength 2":800 km (for example
for the 1000 km radius ice sheet, ,I:4000 km and ør0.16, for
which i9)lA(Ðã - l). In reality, the ice sheets of larger hori-
zontal extent are generally thicker, so the horizontal stress may
be almost as large for large ice sheets as for the smaller British
ice model.

The lower two frames of Figs 4, 5 and 6, showing the
change in fault stability for both a positive load (FSMf)) and a
negative load (FSM$)), demonstrate, as shown ln eq.l+), ttrat
these two values are not the opposite of each other. For loads
of large lateral extent relative to the thickness of the litho-
sphere (Figs 5 and 6), loading stabilizes faults underneath the
load, while unloading destabilizes faults there. For the smallest
ice.sheet, loading causes an increase in stability of less than
I MPa at shallow depth, while at grealer depths, instability is
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loading an elastic plate overlying an inviscid mantle (model in Table l)
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promoted. Outside the edge of the load, loading decreases
stability for all ice sheets and unloading also slightly decreases
stability relative to the initial state.

The main results from analysis of the thick-plate solution of
an elastic layer overlying an inviscid mantle can be summarized
as follows. The central assumption of thin-plate theory is valid
for loads which have a wavelength greater than three times the
lithospheric thickness. The ratio of horizontal stress to vertical
stress is largest for loads where the dimensionless wavenumber
is approximately 0.9 (equivalently, the dimensionless wave-
length is approximately 8). For unloading, fault instability
is predicted outside the margin of any load and beneath
the centre of the load. For loading, fault stability is strongly
promoted for loads of large lateral extent (ø < 1) and weakly
promoted for loads for which a=1. The model we have
used in this section-an elastic layer overlying an inviscid
half-space-is the infinite time asymptote of any visco-
elastic model, regardless of rheology, provided that the litho-
sphere is perfectly elastic, so these conclusions should apply
whenever a significant amount of time (relative to the relax-
ation time of the particular model) has passed since the change
in load.
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andf, and I'n are defined by
5 STRESS CALCULATIONS FOR
AN ELASTIC LITHOSPHERE AND
VISCOELASTIC MANTLE-SPHERICAL CASE

5.1 Theory

In this section, a Maxwell viscoelastic rheology is introduced
for the mantle. We assume a spherical self-gravitating earth
consisting of several uniform incompressible viscoelastic
layers. The method of calculation is rather different from the
previous sections because of the viscoelastic rheology and the
sphericity. Amelung & V/olf (1994) showed that sphericity and
the incremental gravitational force have nearly opposite effects
on the deformation, so that the behaviour of the spherical
self-gravitating model should be similar to that of a non-self-
gravitating flat earth model. After the application of a load the
stress in the lithosphere for a model with a viscoelastic mantle
is time-dependent as the mantle relaxes towards hydrostatic
equilibrium. For a Heaviside load history, the mantle behaves
elastically initially and the final state is the same as for an
inviscid mantle.

A quasi-static viscoelastic problem can be reduced to
solving a set of equivalent elastostatic problems via the
correspondence principle (Biot 1965; Peltier 1974; Peltier
1985). The Laplace-transformed fleld equations and boundary
conditions are equivalent to an elastic problem with the
shear modulus replaced by a parameter which depends on the
Laplace variable, the elastic shear modulus and the viscosity.

To calculate the displacement and stress in response to a
surface load on a spherical earth model, the spectral approach
is employed as in previous sections. The load is transformed
into its spherical harmonic components and the response to
each component can be calculated independently and summed
to obtain the total displacement or stress. Instead of trigono-
metric or Bessel functions, the basis functions on a sphere are
the fully normalized spherical harmonic functions defined by

x,  ,^  r \  l (2n+l) (2-ö i ) (n- lml) lt nmlo, v): I I ----------;--- .-\ l  (n+lml)t

1 n

Y,(0, Ð:; t  f^-Yn^(0, ó).
J i l  m : _ k

' : (Ê.(r ; ' )
(50)

For a surface load of spherical harmonic degree n on a
laterally homogeneous elastic earth model, the displacement is

u(r,0, Q):7¿,1r)Y,(0,6¡t+u,14(0! * L+\ , (51)
\  du  s 'nv  0Q/

where un(r) and u,(r) are the radial and tangential spherical
harmonic coefficients of displacement and í, 0 and $ are the
unit vectors in the radial, southerly and easterly directions. The
equations for the strain tensor (e) in spherical coordinates are
found, for example in Goodbody (1982), and can also be
expanded into spherical harmonic coordinates.

The stress vectolon a plane whose normal is in the radial
direction for a load of degree n is

Ð¡+to,V)(0*. -!-+\ ,
\ ou stna oQ /

(s2)

where /,.n and t6n are the radial and tangential spherical
harmonic components of local incremental stress.

Substituting the spherical harmonic expansions (51) and (52)
into the elastic constitutive equation (8) and incompressibility
condition (7), the spherical harmonic components of the stress
tensor are

xP,-(cos o)"?t: !  .  
n>m>o

'  s i n l m l þ  0  >  m >  - n '

tÍ!) : t,,Y,,

.(ô\ ôYn
t ì o : t o n  

ô 0  ,

,(ô) tg, ôY,
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â 2 vv  ' n
: ç n I n + X n - Ã -  '
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where

" 
6¡t 2pn(n+l)

Ç n : : u n -  - 0 n * t ¡ ¡ ,
r r

2¡t
X n :  - u n ,

(53)

(54)

I  l ì  I

(46)

where 0 and þ are the colatitude and longitude and Pn.(x) is
the associated Legendre polynomial of degree n and order m.
A normalized surface harmonic of degree n is def,ned as any
sum ofharmonics ofdesree n: .@_v  ( .  ,  ¡ . . i l n  

" . . " . , \  
,  ôYn2 ¡ tunco t9  ,  ô 'Yn  2pun
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An arbitrary function f(0, þ)
the sphere may be written as a
components:

æ f l
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deflned on the surface of
sum of spherical harmonic

(56)

(57)

(58)
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where the coefficientsf,- are calculated from the integral
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and the prime (') indicates differentiation with respect to r. We
have also used the property that, in an incompressible medium,

,  2  ,  n ( n * l )
U n :  -  - U n t  - U n  '

If the årth -oJ.l .onrirts of concentric uniform shells, then
there are six linearly independent analytic solutions for each
layer given, for example by Sabadini, Yuen & Boschi (1982).
Regularity conditions at the centre of the earth and interface
conditions at the surface and each discontinuity in density or
elastic parameters determine completely the coefficients of
each of the analytical solutions, and the entire displacement
and stress freld for the model earth can be determined.

Standard application ofthe correspondence principle to the
quantities trn, t0,, (, and y, gives the stress ûeld for a visco-
elastic earth model in response to a time-dependent load. The
viscoelastic response can be written in normal-mode form, so
that for a load with an instantaneous loading phase (Heaviside
load) the time dependence of any component of the stress or
displacement of spherical harmonic degree n can be written as

(61)

where the (st",i:1,...,M) are the inverse relaxation times
for all deformation of degree n, fnE is the elastic response,
( f l ,  j :1 , . . . ,M) are the st rengths of  the M modes of
relaxation for the component f ard H(t) is the Heaviside
function. For layered, incompressible models, one relaxation
mode arises from each density discontinuity and two from
each discontinuity in shear modulus or viscosity, but only one
mode arises when there is an infinite contrast in viscosity
(for example at the base of the lithosphere) (Wu & Peltier
1982; Wolf 1985a; Wu & Ni 1996). This holds for material
boundaries, but the number of modes is different for phase
boundaries (Johnston, Lambeck & Wolf 1997).

5.2 Relaxation modes for a lavered viscoelastic earth
model

A spherical earth model with flve uniform incompressible
layers is adopted to calculate the stress field when loaded by
a circular ice sheet with a quasi-realistic glaciation and
deglaciation history. The rheological properties of the earth
model are given in Table 2. Thc model includes an 80 km thick
elastic lithosphere and density jumps at the base of the litho-
sphere and at 400, 670 and 2891 km depth. The density profile
is obtained from the original values in PREM, by subtracting
out the density increase with depth due to self-compression and

Table 2. Properties of the layered
model used in the calculations.

neglecting the existence of the inner core. Then the density of
each layer is chosen to give the same mass as that layer has
in the modifled PREM model. If the component of density
increase due to self-compression is not removed, larger density
jumps are required at each boundary, which exaggerates the
buoyancy force within the model. The gravity at the surface for
this flve-layered model is considerably less than for the PREM
model because the density of the inner layers is much less than
that for PREM. Consequently, the vertical stress at the surface
G pLCL) is underestimated compared with stress for the real
Earth by about 20 per cent. The shear modulus in the model
was chosen so that the traveltime for a seismic shear wave
travelling through each layer in the radial direction was the
same for the five-layered model and PREM. The viscosity
model is consistent with some recent analyses of postglacial
sea-level change (Han & Wahr 1995; Lambeck et a|.1996).

Fig. 7 illustrates the inverse relaxation times (a) and the
normalized strengths of the relaxation modes and elastic
deformation for (, (b) and X, (c) at the surface. Also plotted are
the normalized strengths of the relaxation modes for t,.n, t6,,
(, and X, (Figs 7d,e,f and g) at 12.5 km depth within the
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seismogenic part of the lithosphere. This depth is chosen as
representative of the depth of earthquakes occurring today.
The normalizing factor for stresses is pygLn, where p¡ is the
density of the load and Z is the load thickness. The values for f,.,
and t6, are not plotted at the surface because the boundary
conditions require that *,1(pLgL,):-1, tF,:Q and all the
relaxation modes for both components are zero at the surface.

The largest of the four factors that contribute to the
components of stress is (,, which affects both horizontal com-
ponents, tij and r)"j (eqs 56 and 57). For loads near spherical
harmonic degree 40, the increment in horizontal stress may be
up to flve times as large as the increment in normal stress f)
(Figs 7b and f). Therefore, the critical wavelength for this
viscoelastic model is ),.:2na143x930 km, where ø is the
radius of the earth ard n:43 is the spherical harmonic
degree at which l("1 is largest. The most important modes of
relaxation lor (n are the mode due to the buoyancy at the
surface, called the M0 mode (Peltier 1976; Wu & Peltier 1982),
and, for spherical harmonic degrees less than 30, the mode due
to the density and infinite viscosity contrast at the base of the
lithosphere (called the L mode). At the surface, the elastic
contribution to (, remains significant at all degrees (Fig. 7b).
The stress lactor t,.n contributes only to the normal-stress
component ¡Í9). et the surface, there is no relaxation and its
value is governed by the load. At depth, there is only a slight
contribution from viscoelastic relaxation (Fig. 7d). In Figs 7(c)
and (g), the componenf 6l (pygL") is multiplied by the factor
ln(n+1)ll2 because it always appears in combination with the
second derivative of Y, or a factor (ôY"l ô0)cot9, which has a
maximumvalue of fn(n*l)lY,l2at 9:0. As for (,, the M0 and
L modes are the main contributors, with the L mode being
signif,cant at degrees less than 30 and the M0 mode having
peak amplitude aro.und.degr.ee 50. X, contributes to the three
stress components t!'/, ,'iì, ,Yì (eqs 56, 57, 58). The stress factor
tsnl(pLgL,) is multiplied by n because it is multiplied by
ôYnlA0, which we have found numerically to have a maxlmum
amplitude of between 0.3n and 0.6¡¿ times the amplitude of Yn
for all but the very lowest spherical harmonic degrees. As for (,
and yn, the M0 and L modes are the main contributors to
viscoelastic relaxation of lpn (Fig. 7e). The elastic component
of nts, increases approximately linearly with n but only exceeds
the M0 component for spherical harmonic degrees larger than
160. This value obviously depends on the depth at which stress
is calculated.

The amplification of the horizonfal stress close to the critical
wavelength has the same physical explanation as in Section 4.
The critical wavelength of 930 km, that is 11.6 times the
thickness of the elastic lithosphere, compares with ,1,. of eight
times the elastic thickness which was found for the model with
an elastic layer over an inviscid mantle. The reason for
the difference is that the effective elastic thickness of the
viscoelastic model is greater than the thickness of the elastic
lithosphere because the viscoelastic mantle exhibits elastic
and viscous behaviour in the short term and is only completely
inviscid in the infinite time limit.

5.3 Stress predictions for time-dependent
axisymmetric loads

In this section, the evolution of the stress ûeld through time is
studied for a series of axisymmetric ice models which
approximate the behaviour of realistic ice sheets with a long
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accretion period and rapid deglaciation with retreating ice
margins. The dependence of the magnitude of stress and the
change in fault stability margin on load size, position relative
to the centre of the ice sheet and time are examined. As for the
calculations in previous sections, the increments in stress and
FSM are calculated with respect to an initial unglaciated earth
model. Since the final state in all of the ice models is also
unglaciated, all stress increments will eventually return to zero
in the absence offurther glaciation.

For each ice model, gradual accretion of an ice sheet from
118 thousand years ago (ka BP) to 18 ka BP (the last glacial
maximum) is followed by a rapid deglaciation from 18 ka BP
to 8 ka BP. The glaciation phase consists of a linear increase in
thickness throughout the glaciated area (constanL-area tce
sheet) but the deglaciation proceeds in steps of 2000 years with
the ice margin retreating so that the ratio of the maximum
height to the square root of radius is the same at each time step
and with linear variation in thickness between time steps. The
volume decreases linearly from 18 ka BP until 8 ka BP. As
before, ice models of maximum radius 333, 1000 and 2000 km
approximate the British, Fennoscandian and Laurentide ice
sheets, respectìvely. The maximum thickness of each ice sheet
(1403,2229 and2799 m) is chosen to reproduce the volumes for
each ice sheet in the ICEI model (Peltier & Andrews 1976).

The results for the three components of stress and the
change in fau'lt stability margin at the surface are contoured
in Figs 8-10 as a function of distance from the centre of
the ice sheet and time from the last glacial maximum until the
present. For the 333 km maximum radius ice sheet (Fig. 8),
the magnitude of horizontal stress at the last glacial maximum
(18 ka BP) is more than five times as large as the magnitude of
the vertical stress (1,.,) at the centre of loading because the
dominant wavelength of the ice load (4x333:1332 km) is
close to the critical wavelength À":930 km. This stress ratio is
larger for the model with a viscoelastic mantle than for the
model with an inviscid mantle (Fig. a), because the dominant
wavelength of the 333 km radius ice sheet is closer to the
critical wavelength for the viscoelastic model. The large hori-
zontal to vertical incremental stress ratio causes the change
in fault stability margin to be negative at the last glacial
maximum (see eq. 1). Throughout and after deglaciation, the
horizontal stress remains much larger than the vertical stress
within the ice sheet margin and FSM(ð) remains negative
(leading to instability). This is in contrast to the predicted
behaviour for large ice sheets where stability is promoted at the
last glacial maximum (Johnston 1987, 1989 and see below).

For the larger ice sheets (Figs 9 and 10), the horizontal stress
at the last glacial maximum is only about twice as large as the
vertical stress at glacial maximum which gives a positive value
of FSM(ð). The ratio of horizontal to vertical incremental stress
for these ice sheets is also larger than for the model with an
inviscid mantle (Figs 5 and 6) because the dominant wave-
lengths of the loads are closer to the critical wavelength. We
conclude in agreement with Johnston (1987) that when the
wavelength of the surface load is much greater than the litho-
spheric thickness, fault stability is promoted while the load is in
place.

We now turn our attention to the,time dependence of the
fault stability margin for the larger ice sheets. As the ice sheet
melts, the vertical stress decreases proportionally to the ice
load. The decay of the horizontal stress is governed by the
rebound of the lithosphere and is delayed. For the 1000 km
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Figure 9. Horizontal and vertical components of the mate¡ial
increment in stress and the change in lault stability margin at the
surface for a ci¡cula¡ ice load with parabolic profile loading the
viscoelastic earth model (Table 2) as a function of time and radial
distance for a 1000 km ¡adius ice sheet. The timing of the glaciation

and deglaciation is the same as in Fig. 8.

sheet is partly caused by the strong increase in viscosity from
the upper to the lower mantle in the model. The amplitude of
the minimum is a function of the lateral extent of the load, and
the fact that the predicted FSM(ó) is more negative for the
1000 km radius load than for the larger load suggests an
explanation as to why postglacial faulting is more pronounced
in Fennoscandia than in North America.

For all three ice models, extensional stresses outside the
former ice margin give negative values of FSM(ô) (Wu &
Hasegawa 1996a), with the largest values for the 1000 km
radius ice load. The region of extension migrates towards the
centre of the load as the ice melts. FSM(ð) outside the ice
margin is more negative than is found within the ice margin
after deglaciation. Therefore, in the absencd ofother stresses, if
the deglaciation triggers earthquakes within the former ice
margin atIaTe- and postglacial times, earthquakes should also
be triggered in the periphery of the former ice load at the last
glacial maximum.

The current value of FSM(ó) depends strongly on the
remaining rebound, which is governed principally by mantle
viscosity. Although FSM(ð) cannot be me¿sured directly, evi-
dence of changes in the stress field and patterns of seismicity
can be used to show that FSM(ô) is much smaller in magnitude
today than at the end of glaciation (Wu & Hasegawa 1996a).
No information is available about the stress field or seismicitv
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Figure 8. Ho¡izontal ftfì, tfì¡ and vertical (tfJ) components of the
material increment ìn stress and the change in fault stability margin at
the surface for a circular ice load with parabolic profile loading the
viscoelastic earth model (Table 2) as a function of time and radial
distance for a 333 km radius ice sheet. The ice sheet increases in
thickness up to the maximum value from 118 until 18 ka BP and then
melts with profrles drawn in the top frame for tìmes 18, 76,14, 12 and
10 ka BP. A1l ice melts by 8 ka BP.

radius ice sheet (Fig. 9), the horizontal stress near the load axis
increases during the first part of deglaciation, because the load
radius decreases to a size closer to the critical wavelength and
because ofa delayed response to the loading phase. However,
for the 2000 km radius ice sheet (Fig. 10), the dominant
wavelength of the ice sheet remains much larger than the
crìtical wavelength until the end of deglaciation. For the
Fennoscandian-sized load, the horizontal incremental stress
far exceeds the vertical incremental stress while the ice sheet is
still in place and FSM(ô) becomes negative at around 12 ka BP
(Fig. 9). In contrast, the ratio of horizontai to vertical
incremental stress near the load axis only becomes large, and
hence FSM(ó) becomes negative, for the Laurentide-sizedíce
sheet after the completion of deglaciation at 8 ka BP (Fig. 10).
This result is in agreement with Wu & Hasegawa (1996) for the
Laurentide-sized ice load. However, for Fennoscandian-sized
loads the change of sign of FSM(ó) occurs before the end of
deglaciation. The most negative values of FSM(ó) at the centre
of deglaciation occur at the end of deglaciation or slightly
later, which coincides with the suggested timing of some
observations of postglacial faults (e.g. Muir Wood 1989). The
time at which the minimum of FSM(¿) occurs is sensitive to
the mantle viscositv. and the later timine for the Laurentide ice
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Figure 10. Horizontal and vertical components of the material
increment in stress and the change in fault stability margin at the
surface for a circular ice load with parabolic proâle loading the
viscoelastic earth model (Table 2) as a function of time and ¡adial
distance for a 2000 km radius ice sheet. The timing of the glaciation

and deglaciation is the same as in Fig. 8.

beneath the ice load at glacial maximum, since subglacial

erosion erases fault topography, and precise dating of fault
movement becomes very difficult.

The mode of failure of a fault can be predicted from the
calculated stress increments assuming the initial stress field is
known. This is rarely the case in reality, where approximate
values of overburden stress and tectonic stresses are required
to determine the initial stress freld. The mode of failure is
thrust, strike-slip or normal if the vertical stress is the largest,
intermediate or smallest tensional principal stress component,
respectively.

If a hydrostatic initial state is assumed, then the same rules
can be applied but using the incremental stress rathcr than the
total stress. Applying these rules to Figs 8-10, it is apparent
that within the glaciated region, thrust faulting is the predicted
mode of failure, Near the edge and outside the ice margin,
normal faulting is expected in the absence of other stresses.
There is also a narrow region where strike-slip faulting is pre-
dicted just inside the edge of the ice sheet (Wu & Hasegawa
1996a). The region ofpredicted strike-slip faulting is largest for
the 333 km radius ice load.

A similar analysis can be performed if the initial stress is
not hydrostatic (e.g. Quinlan 1984; Wu & Hasegawa 1996a).
However, this will not be attempted here given the
simplifications already in the modçl.
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6  STRESS CALCULATIONS FOR
REALIST IC  ICE  LOAD MODELS

The calculations shown so far are illustrative of the type of
behaviour to be expected when calculating the change in
stress f,eld in response to the Late Pleistocene deglaciation.
Because of the complexities caused by the delay in the Earth's
response to the deglaciation and the time-dependent nature
of the load. it would be difficult to understand results from a
realistic calculation without first understanding the simpler
cases described above.

In the following set of calculations, we apply the theory
given in Section 5 to more realistic glaciation and deglaciation
histories for the British Isles and Fennoscandia. The ice
load models are derived from geomorphological observations
establishing the limits of glacial cover during the Late
Pleistocene (Weichselian) glaciation and the timing of the
deglaciation. Comparisons of sea-level predictions with sea-
level observations determine both the thickness of the ice sheet
and the viscosity structure and lithospheric thickness of the
earth model. The ice load for the British Isles is the model
derived by Lambeck (1993b) from geomorphological evidence,
simple ice-flo'rç/ laws and a matching of sea-level predictions
with observations. The Fennoscandian ice sheet model ìs based
on the isochrones of Andersen (1981) with the northern limits
over the Barents Sea modiûed so as to þredict rebound that is
consistent wiin tne observational evidence (Lambeck 1996). In
addition to the two detailed ice sheets for the near field, the
deglaciation history for the remaining Northern Hemisphere
ice sheets (North America, Greenland and Iceland) is taken
from the ICE1 model (Peltier & Andrews 1976) and for the
Antarctic from the ANT3 model (Nakada & Lambeck 1987).
A1l ice sheets begin from their present configuration at
60 ka BP, build up until the glacial maximum at 20-18 ka BP,
and disintegrate by 9.5 ka BP in Great Britain, 8 ka BP in
Fennoscandia and 6 ka BP in North America and Antarctica.
Starting the accretion of ice from 60 ka BP rather than
118 ka BP (as in Section 5.3) has negligible effect on the pre-
dictions of uplift or the stress field for the last 20 þr (Lambeck
1993a).

In Fig. 11, the normal stress at the surface due to the ice load
G -øgI, where.I is the ice thickness and p¡ is its density) is
shown for northern Europe at various stages of the glacial
history, There are a number of advances and retreats in the ice
margin before the last glacial maximum at20 ka BP which are
not shown in the ûgure because we will conÇentrate on the
change in the fault stability margin from the last glacial
maximum until the present.

Fig. 12 shows the change in fault stability margin relative to
the initial value at 60 ka BP. The pattern is dominated by the
response to the Fennoscandian ice load. At the last glacial
maximum (20 ka BP), stability of faults is promoted under-
neath the ice load and instability is promoted around the
periphery ofthe ice sheet. Underneath the British ice sheet the
degree of instability is rcduced compared with other areas in
the periphery of the Fennoscandian ice sheet. The pattern
of FSM(ó) beneath and surrounding the Fennoscandian ice
sheet is similar to the predictions from the axisymmetric
model (Fig. 9); however, beneath the British Ice sheet, the
load is expected to increase instability further (see Fig. 8). The
differçnt behaviour for the more realistic load model is due to
the interaction ofthe stress ficlds due to both ice sheets. For the
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34 ka BP

Figure 11. Vertical component of the material increment in stress (in units of MPa) for the Fennoscandian and B¡itish ice models showing the ice

loading history. - 1 MPa is equivalent to 142 m of ice. Glaciation started at 60 ka BP and there were several advances and retreats prior to the iast

glacial maximum at 20 ka BP. Deglaciation is complete before 8 ka BP.

axisymmetric ice models, increased stability is predicted for the
large ice sheets where the ratio of the horizontal to vertical
incremental stress is moderate, but decreased stability is pre-
dicted for the small ice sheet where the ratio of horizontal
to vertical incremental stress is large. Because the British ice
sheet lieS in the forebulge of the Fennoscandian ice sheet,
the compressional horizontal incremental stress at the last
glacial maximum caused by the British ice load is super-
imoosed on the extensional horizontal incremental stress due

to the Fennoscandian ice sheet. The vertical incremental stress
caused by an ice load does not extend beyond the ice margin, so
this component in the British Isles is unaffected by the presence
ofthe Fennoscandian ice load. The superposition ofthe hori-
zontal stresses reduces the ratio of horizontal to vertical
incremental stress in the British Isles, arid therefore greater
fault stability is predicted for the British Isles relative to other
areas peripheral to the Fennoscandian ice sheet. The pattern
of stress predicted around Iceland is much more like the

t = 2 0 k a B P t - 7 4 k a B P

t =  1 2  k a  B P t =  1 0 k a B P
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t - 20ka BP 16 ka BP

t =  7 2  k a  B P t = 8 k a B P

t = 4 k a B P t = 0 k a B P

Figure 12. The change in fault stability margin predicted for the Fennoscandian and British ice models with simultaneous melting from far-field ice
sheets (including lceland). Calculation ofthe spatially varying sealevel change is included in the load model.

axisymmetric model predictions because Iceland is sufficiently
far from the Fennoscandian and Làurentide ice sheets not to be
strongly affected by their stress fields.

Late in the deglaciation stage and afterwards, the change
in fault stabilìty margin becomes negative in the formerly
glaciated region as for the axisymmetric ice models. The
strongly negative FSM(ó) persists until the present for the
larger Fennoscandian load but relaxes much more quickly
for the smalle¡ British ice sheet, as is also seen in the axi-
symmetric case. The faster relaxation occurs because the

o 1998 RAS, GJI 132,41-60

smaller load is partly supported by the elastic lithosphere and it
stresses mostly the less viscous upper mantle, which flows
faster than the more viscous lower mantle. The oersistence of a
negative FSM(ó) after deglaciation is also predicted for the
Laurentide ice sheet (Wu & Hasegawa 1996a), but the ampli-
tude for Fennoscandia is much larger than that predicted for
North America because the load is much closer to the critical
wavelength.

As for the axisymmetric case, the relative magnitudes of
each of the principal components of stress can be used to
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determine the style of faulting to be expected if the initial stress
field is hydrostatic. This analysis ignores other causes of
variability in the stress fleld, so it is only likely to be valid where
the rebound stress is large compared with the background

stress fleld. Therefore, we restrict our attention to the glaciated
area and the immediate periphery.

Fig. 13 divides the map into three regions for each time
step. The white region is where the vertical principal stress

20 ka BP

12kaBP S k a B P

t = 4 k a B P

Figure 13. The style of faulting predicted if the initial stress fleld is hydrostatic using the same ice and earth models as in Figs 11 and 12. Normal
fauiting is predicted in the white area, strike-slip faulting in the light-grey region and thrust faulting in the dark-grey region.

t =  1 6 k a B P

t = 0 k a B P
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component is least extensional and normal faulting is to be
expected. In the light-gfey arca, the vertical principal stress
is second largest and strike-slip faulting is predicted, and in
the dark-grey region, the vertical principal stress is most
extensional and thrust faulting is predicted. To interpret this
map correctly, we also have to consider whether FSM(ô) is
positive or negative, which determines the likelihood of
faulting occurring. At glacial maximum (20 ka BP), FSM(ð) is
negative in the periphery of the ice sheet. In this region normal
faulting is predicted by the model. At the end of deglaciation
(8 ka BP), FSM(ô) is negative for the entire region and thrust
faulting is predicted u/ithin the formerly glaciated area and
normal faulting is predicted outside. The same situation per-
sists until the present, but the region of strike-slip faulting is
much larger and includes the northern part of the North Sea.

7  CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have examined the incremental stress caused
by glacial loads for a number of different models. Using a thick
elastic plate overlying an inviscid mantle, the general principle
of amplification of horizontal stress, especially for wavelengths
close to the critical wavelength of eight times the elastic thick-
ness was reiterated. We demonstrated that the assumption of
zero stress at the centre of the elastic layer in the thin-plate
theory is valid for loads of wavelength greater than three
times the elastic thickness. Therefore, the analysis of rebound
stresses in eastern Canada by Quinlan (1984) using the thin-
plate approximation to calculate stresses from predicted uplift
patterns is correct. Furthermore, when an elastic layer overlies
a viscoelastic mantle, the critical wavelength. is about 11.6
times the elastic thickness. This value is dependent on mantle
viscosity but is always greater than the value for an inviscid
mantle.

An important consequence of the amplification of hori-
zontal stress is that fa:ult instabillly is promoted under-
neath small ice sheets (with size comparable to the British
ice sheet), whereas stability is expected beneath larger ice
sheets (Johnston 1987; Wu & Hasegawa). However, when the
influence of the nearby Fennoscandian ice sheet is included,
instability does not increase at glacial maximum as one might
expect when the instability outside the Fennoscandian load is
added to the instability underneath the British ice sheet.
Instead, a diminished instability is predicted in the British Isles
throughout the Pleistocene.

Ampliflcation of the horizontal stress is also important when
comparing predictions of fault stability from Fennoscandia
and North America. Because the dominant wavelength of the
Fennoscandian ice sheet is closer to the critical wavelength
than is the dominant wavelength of the Laurentide ice sheet,
the horizontal stresses for Fennoscandia are larger than for
North America. Therefore, FSM(ð) at the end of deglaciation is
more negative for Fennoscandia than for Canada and the
model predicts a greater likelihood of postglacial faulting in
Fennoscandia than in Canada. Also, F5¡4(ó) becomes negative
earlier in Fennoscandia than in Canada and so postglacial
faulting is predicted to have occurred earlier in Fennoscandia.

For the Fennoscandian ice sheet, fault instability is predicted
within the ice margin at present. The onset of instability is
predicted around 12 ka BP and fault instability is predicted to
reach maximum values around 9 ka BP for the viscosity model
considered. This predicted timing is in close agreement with the
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inferred time of formation of the postglacial faults in northern
Scandinavia (Lagerbäck & Witschard 1983; Muir Wood 1989;
Arvidsson 1996). The predicted mode of failure is thrusting
within the ice margin, which is consistent with the fact that all
postglacial faults are ofthrust type. However, the fact that the
contemporary mode of failure is dominated by strike-slip
motion implies that the tectonic stress needs to be considered
in future work.

Outside the ice sheet, normal faulting is predicted from
the Last Glacial Maximum until the present. However, one
should be cautious and not take these results too seriously as a
compressive tectonic stress, which has been neglected in this
calculation, will reduce the magnitude of horizontal stress
outside the ice margin, thus reducing the magnitude of FSM(ó)
(Wu & Hasegawa 1996a; Wu & Hasegawa 1996b).

Finally, a method for high spatial resolution in stress
has been introduced and demonstrated. This is the suggested
method for the computation of palaeostress orientations,
which require higher accuracies than the calculation of FSM(ò)
(Wu & Hasegawa 1996b).
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APPENDIX A:  CALCULATION OF
COEFFICIENTS IN TI IE FOURIER DOMAIN
FOR AN ELASTIC  PLATE OVER AN
INVISCID  MANTLE

The general solution to eqs (6), (7) and (8) in the 2-D geometry
after Fourier transformation is given in eqs (21)-(26), where
the four unknowns (A, B, C, D) are evaluated below by
application ofthe four boundary conditions (27)-(30).

The analysis is based on Vy'olf (1985b) but a number of
sign errors are corrected. The algebra is made simpler by
introducing the following dimensionless variables

Ã:k3 A,  
-B:kzB 

,  e : lc3 C ,  D:k2D ,

a:kh, P-þt  -P)eh, ,=#, (41)

c: cosh(kh), s: sinh (Æft)

The following equations are obtained by substituting the non-
dimensional variables (Al) into the expressions (21)-(26) and
applying the boundary conditions (27)-(30). From eq. (28), it
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follows that

7 ñ
A :  - U .

Eq. (21) leads to

- C + - A * l : 0 ,

( 2 )

(43)

which, when combined with eq. (42), allows C to be expressed
in terms of Di
-  r _
C : l -  L D .  ( 4 4 )

Applying the boundary condition (30) gives the equation

c. t r+(ac+s)B*sC+(as+c)D:0 (A5)

Substituting from eqs (42) and (44) gives an equation relating
B and D:

(øc+s )B+s [o -  I  )D :  - s .  ( 46 )
\  c¿/

Finally, applying the boundary condition (29) gives the
equation

-sÃ-asB-ce-acD+ ElrÃ+orB+se+asD):0.  (47)

Substituting again from eqs (42) and (44) gives a second
equation relating B and D:

_ / r n R ^ \ ß
(þc -as )B+  ( s+  Lc -uc -  t c -  4s+  þs lD : r -  L t .  (AB)

\ d . c t d ¿ / d .

Simultaneous solution of eqs (46) and (48) yields closed-form
solutions for the coefficients B and D, and the expressions for I
and Õ follow from eqs (42) and (Aa):

o_  þcs -asz  o_&  +acs -  ßs2
-  

u L  
" ^  

: - Å '

v- 
- 'f -aB+as2 - Bcs

t -  
o ^  

'

where À, the determinant of the matrix of eqs
(48), is

L:  -c Ì  -  p+y+s2 +Yr r -  f  * -  # i  .

(Ae)

(46) and

(Alo)

Expressions for (A, B, C, D) follow by substitution from
(Al) into (49) and are given in the main text by eqs (31-34).

APPENDIX B:  DERIVATION OF HANI(EL
TRANSFORMS OF DEF'ORMATION FROM
THE FOURIER COMPONENTS

The following two series are used to obtain some useful
integral expressions containing Bessel functions (Spiegel 1968):

cos(xcos0) :  Jo@) -2Jz@) cos20 +2Ja@)cos40- .  .  . ,  (B l )

sin (x cos 0) : 2It@) cos 0 - 2fi(x) cos 30

f  2 " r5 (x )cos50 -  . . .  .

Integrating (Bl) gives

1 1 r
:  I  cos(zcos 0)  d0:Jok) .
/ ' tt J _n
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We see that a Bessel function of order zeÍo cafi be considered
as a superposition of cosine functions evenly distributed in
all directions of the horizontal plane. This concept is used
to obtain the deformation due to a load which varies only
with radius as a superposition of 2-D loads, for which the
displacement and stress was calculated in Section 4.1. The
following integral expressions obtained by integrating (81) and
(82) will be used below:

l l r

:  I  s in(zcos 0)  d0:0,  (84)
Z f t  J - "

1 f r
: I cos 0 cos (z cos 0) d0 :0 , (85)
Z T  J - "

1 1 "
:  I  cos0s in (zcos  0)  d0 :J1þ) .  (86)
Z f t  J - "

Integrating eqs (B5) and (86) by parts, it follows that

1 t r
: I sin' 0 sin (z co s 0) d0:0 , (87)
Z f t  J - "

1 l r
:  I  s in '0cos(zcos9)d1: l ¡ (z) lz .  (88)
¿n  J - .

Subtracting (87) from (B4) and (88) from (83)
results

l î "
^  J_ "cos '0s in (zcos0 )  

d0 :0  '

I  f "  ) ^
^ J _"cos' 

gcos (zcos 0) d0 : JoQ) - J1Q) I z .

Expressions to transform from Cartesian coordinates to
cylindrical polar coordinates are also required:

x : r c o s 7 ,  u r : u x Q Q S î ,

/¡r: cos2 \trr+ sinz \tyt ,

too: si¡2 \trr+ cos2 ïtrr, try: cosîtxz.

Using the inverse zero-order Hankel transform (38)
and eqs (83) and (84), an axisymmetric load q(r) may be
written

,rn: f 
kqo&)ro&r) dk

: 
* f -, 

ae 
f 

kqoll,¡ exP(ikr cos o) dk'

The expression inside the second integral is the Fourier
component of an axisymmetric load for which we know
the corresponding Fourier components of displacement.
Therefore, by applying the operator llQn) f , d0 to the
expressions (Bl1), we obtain the displacement for an
axisymmetric load:

u,Ø: ! Ï" cos0 d0 l* ,rao&)(*\ exp(ikrcos0)dk'27r  
J_"  Jo 

-  "  \S\k)  /  "

7 l "  - -  fæ , -^ . , , ( i î t . (k) \  , ,: 
^ J _ 

" 
cos 0 d0 

J, 
k-n' (k) 

\Z&) ) 
sin (kr cos 0) dk

f- ^ /iît,(k)\ ,,: 
Jo 

ksu (k)^(kr)\îQ¿í 
) 

dk.

gives the

(Be)

(810)

(811 )

(812)

(83)
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The imaginary part of the first line drops out in the second line
from eq. (85), noting that lît"(k)llffik)l is imaginary, and the
third line follows from eq. (86). Therefore; from the deflnition
of the flrst-order Hankel transfoim,

ul(k) _iù,(k)
qo(k) s(k)

zero- and flrst-order components:

1 1 1  ^  f æ  ^  / ? . _ . . l k l \
t,.,.(r):1 | cos¿ 0 d0 | ksu(k)l =+: ) exp(ikrcos?)dk

/n J_n Jo \  4(Æ) /  
'

+ : [" sin2 0 d0 [* k-qt4r¡þ].\kI exp (rkr cos g) dk
2 n J _ ,  J o  " ' \ S ( k ) )

: : [' cos2 e d0 [* n-qoçr¡þ&) cos (krcos 0; dk
2 n  J - n  J o  

-  " \ q @  )

* : [' sin2 0 d0 f* n-q'Qr¡(Y\k! cos (kr cos g) dk
Zt t  J_o Jo 

-  '  ' \  
4(k)  /

: [* 4o1t¡trv,o(if]\ dr
Jo \ S\k) ,/

+ [* ho,rtJrlk,) /?,,(k)- t,,(k)\,,
Jo rc, 

- 
\- q1t¡ ) "*

The imaginary part of the first line drops out in the second
line from eqs (89) and (87), noting that lî,,(k)lllQ(k)l and
lîyy(k)1ln(Ðlare real, and the third line follows from eqs (Bl0)
and (88). Therefore, tn. may be written as the sum of two parts,
one which can be expressed in terms of a zero-order Hankel
transform and the other in terms of a flrst-order Hankel
transform:

4r(k) _t.,(k) 4ík) _îyy(k)-t."(k)
qo(k) s(k)' so(k) krQ(k)

(Br7)

&o(k) _tÐ(k) îet(k) _t",(k)-tyy(k)
so(k) A(Ð' so(k) krQ(k)

(818)

Similarly,
-W:+* 

(Br4)
sÙ(k) a(k)
The derivation for u" and t"" is even simpler:

I  l"n f* n,, ,  ( î1,(k)\
u,(r):  -1 |  d0 | ksu(k)l ])Jlexp(ikrcos0)dk

t r  J -n  Jo  
' * ' \ ¡ ¡k )  

)exP( / l ( rcosu '

: : f ¿e [* raort ¡(?,(Í)) "o, r¿, coso) dk
2 7 t  J _ ,  J o  

-  '  ' \ s l k )  
/

: [ *  kqol t ¡ towo(* \*
Jo \S\K) /

The imaginary part of the first line drops out in the second line
from eq. (84), noting that fît,(k)lllQ(k)l is real, and the third
line follows from eq. (83). Therefore, from the deflnition of the
zero-order Hankel transform,

(813)

(815)
uo"(k) _ît"(k)
so(k)  q(k) '

and similarl¡

t û : t r . 0 - r t r l ,

Similarly,

ts¡ : t6s I tg¡ ,

-'W:':9 
(816)

so(k) s(k) 
'

For the remaining two components of stress, there are
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